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1. INTRODUCTION 
The nonhomogeneous heat equation 
Ut = u,, + F(& t), o<t, O<x<l, (1.1) 
and the perturbed equation 
are considered, subject to the boundary condition 
u(0, t> = 0 = u(l, q, 0 -=I t, U-3) 
and an initial condition 
where F and f are from suitable classes of functions. Our purpose is to investigate 
the influence of the perturbation q(x)u on the semigroups and infinitesimal 
generators which arise in solving these problems, and ultimately to compare 
the solution of the general problem (1.2)-( 1.4) to the solution of the unperturbed 
problem (l.l), (1.3), (1.4), for small t > 0. 
We shall discuss these problems in the context of the complex Banach spaces 
P(O, I), 1 < p < 03, and in the Banach space C,, consisting of all continuous 
functionsf on 0 < x < 1 such that f(0) = 0 = f(l), subject to the supremum 
norm. We shall let X denote any member of this class of spaces, with lifll 
denoting the norm off in X. 
T,et A : X + X denote the unbounded, closed, densely defined linear operator 
whose domain D consists of all functions W(X) in X such that S)(S) (= dzr/dx) 
exists and is absolutely continuous on [0, 11, such that zP-) is in X, and such 
that u(0) = 0 = ~(1). For u in D, A is defined by 
Au = u(2) + q(x)u. 
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(1.5) 
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In the case that X = C’s , the explicit condition u(0) = 0 = U(I) is redundant, 
but in any statement referring to C, , we shall have the standing assumption 
that q(x) is continuous on [0, I]. 
Let A, and u,(x), k = 1, 2 ,..., denote the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of A, and let z+Jx) = zaps. Then, as we shall see, the sequence {U&I can be 
normalized so that ji ukcj = Skj . For given f E X, let 
and for given F(x, t) which is in X for each t 3 0, let 
U(t - s) I?(-, s)(x) = -$j &yF(J s), Vkj u&.(x). 
Then at least formally, the function 
4x9 4 = W)f(4 + /t qt - s) F(., s)(x) l3s 
0 
(1.8) 
is the solution to the following problem: given f in X, P(., t) in X for each 
t > 0, find a function U(X, t) such that 
(i) for each t > 0, a(., t) is in D; 
(ii) the mapping t - u(., t) is continuous as a mapping of W+ + X; 
(iii) the limit process defining ut = &/at converges in the norm of X, 
for t > 0, and ut is continuous in X for t > 0; 
(iv) u satisfies the differential equation (1.2), which can be rewritten as 
ut = Au + F( ., t); (1.9) 
(v) u satisfies (1.4) in the sense that 
g II 4-t t> -f II = 0. (1.10) 
Note that the boundary condition (1.3) is satisfied by U, as a consequence of (i). 
To remove the qualification “at least formally,” it suffices to assume that 
on each interval [0, to], F( ., t) . is unifor~~~~$ Hiildm contimous: th.ere exist constants 
C = C(to> > 0, 0 < B = p(to) ,( I, such that 
1lq.T t) -q., dl < c I t - -f- IG, 0 < t, 7 < to. 
For details, see [12; pp. 91-1301, in particular, Theorem 3.2 on p. 109. We 
note that since the eigenvalues of A satisfy A, = -(k~)~ + 0(1 j as R -+ co 
(a more precise result will be stated in part 2 of this paper), then by adding 
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to q(x) a real constant, we can assume that RX, < 0. In addition, the resolvent 
R(A, A) = (U - A)-l of A satisfies 
II W, -4 d C[l A I + V1> RX > 0. 
Thus the semigroup {U(t)} of b ounded linear operators on X is an analytic 
semigroup [12; p. 1021 and 
II AU(t)ll < et--l, t > 0, (1.11) 
[12, p. 1011. If we now undo the modification of q(x) needed to obtain Rh, < 0, 
then (1 .ll) is still valid, for 0 < t < t, , where C depends upon t, , since 
this is merely a matter of perturbing -11 by a bounded operator, and of multiplying 
U(t) by an exponential e at for some real CL We emphasize this point, since 
in part 2 it will be convenient to use another normalization of p(z). 
The operator A corresponding to the unperturbed problem n(x) = 0 will 
be denoted by A, . The eigenvalues are h,O = -(IDT)~ and the eigenfunctions are 
sR(x) = 2lfl sin &KC, k = 1, 2,... . (1.12) 
The corresponding semigroup (U(t)> is given by 
Uo(t) f(x) = f eQ”(f, Sk) s&c). 
1 
(1.13) 
The technical basis for the comparitive study of the semigroups {U(t)} 
and (Uo(t)) consists of precise asymptotic estimates for the eigenvalues A, 
and eigenfunctions U/~(X) of A, which lead to estimates for the kernels 
KN(x, t; y) = 5 [eAktuk(x) Q(y) 
k=l 
and other kernels which arise in the discussion. 
(i) in the space X, the sequences {z+J and (sic} 
- e”%~(x) Sk(Y)] ) (1.14) 
Conceptually, we are exploiting 
are equivalent, i.e., there exists 
a bicontinuous linear map B: X---f X such that Bs, = u,~ , (ii) the difference 
6, = A, - A,0 defines a multiplier transform M: X + X; 
Aff = f S,(f, SL)Sk . (1.15) 
1 
Consequently the infinitesimal generators A, A, are related by 
A = BIAo + M] B-l. (1.16) 
In the case that X = D(O, l), 1 < p < 03, the statements (i), (ii) have been 
discussed for a larger class of operators [4, 5]. In this paper, with a smaller 
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class of operators, we consider a larger class of X’s, and we show how the 
pointwise and norm behavior of eigenfunction expansions, as well as the time 
evolution of the corresponding semigroups, can ail be derived from estimates 
on kernel functions for integral operators. 
The mapping of solutions of the unperturbed homogeneous problem into 
solutions of the perturbed homogeneous problem using Volterra operators 
is studied in [IO, 111. 
We also show that if f is in X, f f 0, then // U(‘(t)f- GO(t)Jij is no better 
than O(t) as t -+ 0’. However, the semigroup BU,(t) B-l is no worse than 
O(t) as t + 0’. See [9, pp. 83-921 f or a discussion of the mtwation probkms 
for semigroups. 
The author wishes to acknowledge a valuable discussion with Professor 
Wolfgang 33. Jurkat on the topic of kernel estimates for integral operators. 
2. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES FOR THE EIGENVALUES AND EIGENFUNCTIONS OF A 
Let 
~(4 = (112) jz 4(y) dy. 
0 
Clearly Q(0) = 0. We now assume that 
Q(1) = 0. (2.1) 
This is no loss of generality, since subtracting a constant from q(x) will always 
bring this about. We consider now the equation 
Au = Au, G3f 
which is equivalent to the boundary value problem in X: 
II(“) + q(x)u = Au, (2.3) 
u(0) = 0 = U(1). (2.4) 
Let h = -p*, and consider a half-plane Im p > --K for some K > 0. Then 
for 1 p 1 sufficiently large, two linearly independent solutions of (2.3) are 
yl(x, p) = P [ 1 - (I,+) Q(x) - (l/2+) J; e- *---7J)q( y) dy + O(p-2; x)] , 
(2.5) 
y2(m, p) = e-i“r [ 1 + (l/ip) Q(x) - (l/2+) joz e2i“@-~)q(y) cly + O(,D-~; x)1, 
(2.6) 
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where O(p+; X) denotes a function bounded by 1 p-a / as 1 p 1 -+ co in the half- 
plane, uniformly in x, 0 < x < 1. Also, the first derivatives are 
yF’(x, p) = ipeipp [ 1 - (1 ,‘ip) Q(X) + (l/2+) Is1 e-2i0(Z-v)p( y) dy + O(p-“; X)] , 
yp<‘x, p) = -ipe-i~~ [ 1 - (1 /ip) Q(X) - (1/‘2ip) LZ ezio(z-+( y) dy + O(pp2; x)] . 
These equations can be obtained by a straightforward modification of the 
discussion in [15, pp. 43-481. 
THEORBM 2.1. Assume (2.1) is valid, and let X = -p”. The set of h which 
are eigenvalues of A satisfies 
pk = k?~ + (l/ZKrr) s,’ q(y) cos 2Rmy dy + O(k-2), k + +m. (2.7) 
Proof. -p2 is an eigenvalue of -4 (for p f 0) if and only if p is a zero of 
the analytic function 
4) = Yl(OY P)Y2(L P> - YlU, P)YzKk P>* 
Since Q(0) = 0 = Q(l), a computation using (2.5), (2.6) yields, for Im p > -K, 
d(p) = -e-i” leei0 - 1 + (l/2+) !j’ [ezipy + e--2i~~] q(y) dy + O(p-2)/ 
Using RouchC’s theorem and the periodicity of e2io - 1, we know that the 
zeros of d(p) satisfy pk: = k7r + ~l,/Kr, for some sequence / tile 1 < M. Then 
e 2ipTJ = e2”“iy[] + 2ia,y/kn + O(k-2; y)], 
l/2& = 1/2k?ri + O(kW). 
Using these expressions in the equation d(pJ = 0, we have 
a7c = W) Jo1 cos 2kvyq(y) dy + O(k-I). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In [6], a slightly weaker asymptotic formula is derived for a larger 
class of differential operators. 
We shall find the following notation useful: 
sk(x) = 21j2 sin kn-x, qc(x) = (l/2) Jo= q(y) sin 2kry dy, 
c&c) = 21i2 cos km, yx(x) = (l/2) lX q(y) cos 2kny dy. 
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Note that (2.7) becomes 
pk = kc7 + y~(l)/h + O(k-2). (24 
LEMMA 2.1. If uk( ) x is an eigenfunction of A comesponding to A, , then ck(xj 
is a solution of the adjoint problem 
v(2) + q(x)v = x,q v(0) = 0 = a(l). 
Proof. This follows immediately from conjugating (2.3), (2.4). 
THEOREM 2.2. The eigenfmctions Qx) of A satisfy 
z&(x) = s&c) 
+ (l/lz,>[Q(x) Ck(X) 4- b%(l) - Y&I Ck:(X) - %@I %(41 
+ O(k-2; x), 
2$‘(x) = psc,(x) 
(2.9) 
+ (f/L/q-Q(x) d-4 - b%(l) - Yd41 a”> - %W 443 
+ pkO(k2; x), as R --t +a. 
Proof. An eigenfunction of -4 corresponding to pk is 
(2.10) 
where A, = y2(0, pR), B, = -y,(O, pp). Thus 
Ak = 1 + O(k--‘2), 
B, = -1 + (l/2&) Jo1 8+‘q(y) dy + O(F). 
Using the estimates for eziDkg and l/2& stated in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
we have 
B, = -1 + (l/&-i) I1 ealL““igq(y) dy + O(F). 
0 
Thus (2.10) becomes 
3(x, ,q,) = yl(x, pk) i- y2(x, pJ [ -1 + (li2kG) i1 e”‘c”i”q(y) dy] + O(k2; x). 
(2.11) 
In (2.11) we have used the fact that yr(~, pk) and ya(~, plJ are uniformly bounded 
for all k. Consider now the expression (2.5) for yr(~, p). Using (2.Q we have 
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Thus (2.5) becomes 
yl(x, pk) = ekaio[l - xy,(l)/kz-i + O(k-‘; x)] 
X [ 1 - e(x)/krri - (l/2&4 1%’ e--2k~i(z-Y)q(y) dy + O(k-a; x)] 
= ekniCC 1 - [O(R) + ~y~(l)]/kG 
[ 
Using similar reasoning, we have 
ys(x, pk) = ecknk [ 1 + [Q(X) + xrk(l)]/&7,; 
- (1/2kni) l’ e2k”i(X-Y)q(y) dy + O(k-$ x)]. 
Using these expressions in (2.1 I), and letting ZLJX) = (211z/2;)y(~, pk), we 
obtain 
U&) = s&c) + [c&c) + Xre(l)] c&$kT 
- (21/“/2&) Jy cos krr(x - 2-y) q(y) dy + O(k-“; x). 
Since 21/2 cos krr(x - 2y) = ck(x) cos 2kq + S&X) sin 2&y; we obtain (2.9). 
To obtain the estimate for Z@(X), we use the expressions for yi”(~, p), yi”(x, p) 
given below (2.6). Q.E.D. 
If we let v~(x) = c~(x), then the sequences {Us}, {v~(x)} satisfy si usuj = 0 
if k # j. We now show that with at most a modification in the terms O(k-2; x), 
these two sequences form a biorthogonal system. 
LEMMA 2.2. 
r ’ U&Y) q;(x) dx = 1 + O(k-2). ‘0 
Proof. Since flk = uk , we have 
u&v) Q(X) = uZ(x) = sk2(x) + (2/h)[Q(x) + .xyk(l)] c&x) s&x) 
- (W+[r&j ~(4 + u&4 s&)1 ~(4 + O(k-“; 4. 
We have jt sk2 = 1. For the next two terms, since all functions are absolutely 
continuous, we can use integration by parts to obtain terms O(k-2). Q.E.D. 
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3. KERNEL ESTIMATES 
The difference of the Nth partial sums of the semigroups U(t) and U*(t) is 
il i?"(f, 4 64 - e'@"(f, 4 ~&)I = Jb' Kh, t; r>f(r) dy, (3.1) 
where 
KN(x, t; y) = 2 [eAktuk(x) u,(y) - eAkots,(x) s,(y)]. 
k=l 
(3.2) 
If the sequences &(x)}, {So> are equivalent, then the bicontinuous map 
B: X+ X such that Bs, = up, at least for a dense set off in X, should have 
the form 
Bf = 5 (5 %)Kt 7 (3.3) 
1 
and its inverse should have the form 
Cf = 5 (f, V&k - (34 
1 
These remarks are justified by the fact that the sequences (uJ are complete 
in each X. See [2]. The partial sums of (3.3) are best considered in the form 
f (h SIZ) 44 = $ (f, 4 &4 + jo1 kv@, Y> f(v) d% (3.5) 
where 
MT Y) = $ k&) - +91 S,(Y)* 
Similarly, for C we have 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
LEMMA 3.1. There exists a constant J > 0 suck that for all x, 0 < x < 1, 
Proof. Let x0 denote the characteristic function of [0, x]. Then 
r&4 = L1 rm 4(Y) X.(Y)1 cos 2kry dy. 
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Since {2r12 cos 2kry} is an orthonormal system, we can use Bessel’s inequality 
to obtain 
$ I Y&)/” < (l/8) jo1 I q(y) x3c(y)lp dr < J lo1 I dy)12 4. 
Similar considerations hold for {uk(x)}. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. There exists a constant J > 0 such that for all x, 0 < x < 1, 
Proof. We use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 3.1: 
/ $ y,(x)/kn ( < [$ W2]1’2 [F IYX(~)I~]~‘~~ 
and similarly for {Us}. 
Using (2.9), we see that 
Q.E.D. 
ux> Y> = Q(4 f \CkM %c(Y)Ik’IT 
1 
+ [[xyk(l) - r&)1@) - 44&)ls,(y) + 0k2; x, Y) . 1 
Let I&,(x, y) denote the general term of a series which is absolutely and uniformly 
convergent for 0 < X, y < 1. Using the above Corollary, we have 
(3.8) 
To obtain a similar expression for A&,(x, t; y), we first note, using (2.8), that 
,or2 = (krr)2 + 2741) + O(k-l) = (k+ - 6, , 
where (6,) is in P. Thus 
A, = AkO + 6, . (3.9) 
From (2.9) 
%(4 %c(Y) = %(X) h(Y) 
4 K?(x) cd4 s,(y) + Q(Y) 4~) G4IIk~ + Gc(x, Y)- (3.10) 
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Thus 
where flk(t) = [&-l]/S,t, (pk(t) = 0 if Sk = 0), and 
F,(x, y) = [Q(x) G(X) Sk(Y) + Q(Y) cdr) %($I/~~ + =&&, Y). 
Note that 
K,(x, 0; y) = 5 F&G Y)- 
k=l 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Using partial summation and (3.12), the last term in (3.11) is 
N-l 
zl [e""" - eA7c+lt] K,(x, 0; y) + eAN'KN(x, 0; y). 
Thus 
N-l 
+ 1 [eAkt - eAk+lt] KJx, 0; y) $ eANtKlv(x, 0; yj~ (3.13) 
k=l 
LEMMA 3.2. CT ck(x)sk(y)/~ T is boundedly convergent for 0 < x, y < 1 md 
is unz~omnzly convergent for 1 x - y 1 > E > 0 for iiny E > 0. 
Proof. We have 
q..(x) s,(y) = sin &(x + y) - sin kz(.v - y). 
The series x:;” sin k/k is boundedly convergent for 0 < z < 27r and uniformly 
convergent (to (r - x)/2) for E < z < 2~ - E. [17, pp. 42-431. Note that on 
the square 0 < x, y < 1, the relation 1 x: - y 1 > E implies ?TE < rr(x + y) < 
2ii- - 7rE. QED. 
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THEOREM 3.1. The sequence {bN(x, y)} converges boundedly in 0 < x, y < 1 
to a function b(x, y) which is continuous on each triangle 0 < x < y < 1, 
0 < y < x < 1, and laas at most a jump discontinuity when x = y: 
b(x, x’) - b(x, x-) = Q(x). 
Also, theve exists a sequence (3N(x, y), uniformly convergent for 0 < x, y < 1, 
such that 
(a2/ax2) b,(x, Y) = (~2/~u2NMx, Y) + A&, r)l. (3.14) 
Proof. From (3.8) and Lemma 3.2, we see that {bN(x, y)) converges 
boundedly. Since 
g 44 SJc(Y)lk~ = -Y O<y<x<l 
=-yfl O<x<y<l, 
(3.15) 
we see that the jump at x = y is Q(x). To obtain (3.14), we use (3.6): 
(P/8x2) bN(x, y) 
= $ [a&x) - $‘(x)] s/,,(y) 
= g I+, - 44) %W - bc”%!wl Sk(Y) 
= f r~k”@k(4 - %W Sk(Y) + c&c - q(x)) 49 %(Y)I 
= P2PY2) If bk(4 - 441 Sk(Y) 
+ 5 (SIC - 464) %,(X> sr(rYbO 
1 I 
. 
Since A,0 = -(&)2, we see that 
PA+, Y) = 5 Pk - q(x)) %,(X) sk(YYbc” 
1 
is uniformly convergent. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. The sequence {KN(x, 0; y)} converges bounded@ on 0 < x, 
y < 1 to a continuous function K(x, 0; y). The convergence is uniform for 
lx--y(>E>O. 
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Proof. Using (3.12) and (3.15) we have 1 I&(x, 0; y)/ < 11.1 for some 
N > 0, and 
y < x 
x<y. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.3. For t > 0, 0 < x, y < 1, the sequence (I&(x, t; y)) converges 
to a continuous function K(r, t; y). For Jixed t, the convergence is uniform with 
respect to x, y in 0 < x, y < 1. Let t, > 0. Then there exists M(t,) > 0 such that 
I Kv(~, t; r>l < -v(t,,> (3.10) 
for 0 < t < t,, 0 < x, y < 1. Also, 
h$ K(x, t; y) = K(.v, 0; y) (3.17) 
Boundedly in x, y, 0 < x, y < 1, and unifornzly for / x’ - y j 3 E. 
Proof. Clearly the series 
K(x, t; y) = f [eAktzl,(x) uk(y) - e”kOoLsIC(x) s,(y)] 
1 
is absolutely and uniformly convergent in X, y for t > 0, and thus K is con- 
tinuous with respect to X, y. 
To establish (3.16), we note that from Theorem 3.2, there exists a constant 
M > 0 such that / Kk(x, 0; y)j < M f or all k and all r,y. Let t, > 0. In 
(3.13) we have / ,&(t)l bounded for 0 < t < t, , so we can assume that M 
depends upon to and / &(t) So sk( y)] < M. Thus 
Consider the second term on the right: 
N-l N-l 
T / e"*' - eAP+lt / = C / eAko't&$?,(t) - eA:+lttSk+lPk+l(t) f &tot _ efl\:+xt 
1 
410 
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= [l - py-1 = (q-1) 
as t ---f Of. Thus 
N-l 
I:’ 
e”kt - eAk+lt 1 < 1 + jgtll2, o,<t<t, (3.19) 
A similar argument applies to the first term on the right of (3.18), thus estab- 
lishing (3.16). To obtain (3.17), we note that from (3.11), 
K(x, t; y) = t f eAk”‘S,z3,(t) Sk(x) sk(:y) + f eAktFk@, Y), 
1 1 
where both series are convergent if t > 0. We have just seen that the first 
term on the right is O(N2) and thus converges to zero as t + O+. The second 
term is the (A, X) summability method for K(x, 0; y) [13, p. 711, and by (3.19) 
and Theorem 25 [13, p. 721, the summability method is regular. Q.E.D. 
4. EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
Let 
yN(x, f) = : (f, vk) uk.(x), 
1 1 
We shall occasionally write YNf and S,f if the variable x is not needed. Note 
that 
yN(% f) - sN(& f) = s’ KN(x> O; Y) f(u) @* (4.1) 
0 
THEOREM 4.1. If f is in U(0, l), thmz 
$$l; 11 yNf - sNf km = 0. 
Proof. If g is in Cs[O, l] and g(0) = 0 = g(l), then Y;(x, g) is uniformly 
convergent, since (g, z+J = O(k2). S ince {+} is complete in U(0, l), YN(x, g) 
converges to g(x). The case uk = sk is included. Thus spN(x, g) - SN(x, g) 
converges uniformly to zero for this dense set of g’s. From (4.1) and (3.16), 
we see that for any f in Ll(O, l), 
I %(%f) - W%f)l G MM, I O<x<l, (4.2) 
for all N and some .M > 0. The result then follows by a density argument. 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark. Equiconvergence results have been studied for more general 
boundary value problems. See [1, 7, 161. In this case, since the eigenfunction 
systems arise from the same boundary conditions, it is possible to get a stronger 
result; equiconvergence extends to the boundary. 
THEOREM 4.2. Forfin X, 
Proof. Each X is a subset of Ll(0, l), and the uniform norm dominates the 
norm of X. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.3. For f in X, 9&f converges to f if and ody if S,f comerges 
to f. In particular, (ukj is a basis for Lp(0, l), 1 < p < 03. 
Proof. The first part is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.2. Since (arc) 
is complete in X, (uk} is a basis for X if and only if there exists IW> 0 such 
that for all f in X, [I 9&f j] < M]lfll f or all IV. From (4.2), this is true for q%7 
if and only if it is true for S, . Since {+} is a basis for L*j(O, I), 1 < p < co, 
the uniform boundedness for 5, follows. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Basis properties of eigenfunction systems have been studied for a 
larger class of operators in [3, 41. In this case, we are able to obtain information 
in the cases that {uR) is not a basis, i.e. for U(0, 1) and C,,[O, I], and the results 
on norm and pointwise behavior are obtained from the same estimate (4.2). 
A comparative study of the eigenfunction systems considered here was carried 
out in [8, 141, with stronger conditions on q(x), since the authors did not have 
the estimates (2.8), (2.9). 
THEOREM 4.4. There exist compact operators L, J: X + X such that 3 = 
I + L is a bounded imertible operator on 27, B-1 = I i- J, and 
Proof. Referring to (3.3), (3.6), and Theorem 3.1, let 
That L is compact follows from the fact that b is bounded with at worst a jump 
discontinuity, so that if I] f /j < 1, the collection {Lf} satisfies Ascoli’s Theorem. 
Alternatively, we can use the fact that 
(LNf l(x) = j,, b&x, Y) f(y) & 
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is an operator of finite rank, and (/L -L, 11 + 0 as N-+ co. From (3.5) we 
see that Bs, = uk . To show that B is invertible, it suffices to exhibit its inverse 
explicitly. Let 
C=l-+J, 
From (3.7), we see that if f is a finite sum of sg)s, then CBf = f, and if f is a 
finite sum of uk’s, BCf = f. Thus by density, 
BC= CB =I. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. In [4], it was shown that the eigenfunction systems of a large 
class of ordinary differential operators are bases equivalent to each other in 
Lp(O, I), 1 < p < co. In this case, even if X = L1(O, 1) or X = C,[O, 11, 
and the eigenfunction systems are not bases, they are still equivalent. 
THEOREM 4.5. InX, 
YN = BS,B-I. (4.4) 
Proof. The set off in X for which (3.3), (3.4) converge is dense in X. 
For such f, (4.4) is a result of direct computation. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.6. Iff is in D, then Bf and B-lf are in D. 
Proof. Since Bf = f + Lf, B-lf = f + Jf, it suffices to prove the theorem 
for L and J. Since f is in D, we have (f, sk) = (f(s), s,)/A,O. Thus 
F(x) = (Lf)(r) = 5 (f”’ > Sk)[%(X) - ~k(3i)ll~b0. 
1 
Let 
G(x) = f (f ‘“‘, s~)[&‘(x) - sf’(~)]/X,~, 
1 
H(x) = f (f’“‘, SIJ[&‘(X) - Sp(*)]/hko. 
Using the estimate (2.9) for uk - se and the one below it for uf - s; , we see 
that the series for F and G are uniformly convergent. Since up’ - &?) = 
&x0(% - Sk) + (Sk - 4) % , we see that the series for H converges in the 
norm of X. Thus term-by-term integration of H is justified, G(x) = G(0) + 
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St H(y) dy, and Go) is absolutely continuous. Similarly, P(x) = f: G(y) dy. 
Since F(0) = F(l) = 0, we see that F is in D. Similar considerations apply 
to J. Q.E.D. 
5. SEMIGROUP BmhvroR 
From the Hille-Yosida theorem [9, pp. 34-361, we know that iffis in X, then 
Thus 
lim j/ U(t)f- Ua(t)f/I = 0. 
t+o+ 
for f in X. It is in fact possible to obtain a stronger estimate. 
THEOREM 5.1. If f is in G(O, l), then 
$p(t) - W)Jf(4 = 0 
(51) 
(5.2) 
Proof. Since 
[U(t) - Uo(t)] f (x) = g [e”““(f, 71~) up(x) - e”ko’(f, xk) s,(x)], 
we see that if g is in C2[0, 11, g(O) = 0 = g(l), so that (g, v,) = O(F), then 
W(t) - vli,(tNg converges uniformly for 0 < x < I and 0 < t < to, to a 
continuous function. Also, [U(O) - U,(O)]g = 0, so (5.2) holds for such g. 
Let f be in Ll(O, 1) and let E > 0 be given. Then there exists a g as above such 
that i/f -g/l < E. Now 
Since 1 K(x, t;y)I ,( M for 0 < t < to, 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1, and since 
lrvt) - UOWI ml -=E E if t is sufficiently small, we have, for t sufficiently 
small, 
I[r;‘(t) - uJ(t)lf(~)/ -c E(M + I). Q.E.D. 
Since all spaces X are contained in L1(O, 1) and the norm in X is dominated 
by the uniform norm, we see that (5.1) is a consequence of Theorem 5.1. 
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LEMMA 5.1. Let g be in X, (6,) iz d”, am! let (&(t)> be a sepzlence offunctions 
on 0 < t < to such that [ &(t)l \( f%? there. Let 
h(x, t) = f SJqt)(g, s,) Sk(X). 
1 
Then h(*, t) is in X, and 
II 4.t t>ll < M II g Il. 
Proof. If X = C,, or X = L”, 2 < p < CO, then g is in L2, so {(g, s,)} 
is in P and the series for lz converges absolutely and uniformly: 
< M2 -f 1 S,( ,2 f I(g, Sk)!2 = M” F / 6, I” I/g 11; 
1 1 [ 1 I 
If X = Lp for 1 < p < 2, and the series no longer necessarily converges 
absolutely, it is convergent in the norm ofL” (for each fixed t), defining a closed, 
and therefore bounded map of X into L2: 
II 47, t)ll, < IV II g Ilx . 
Since L2 C X, and jl h IIx < 11 h Ile, we have 
II J4.9 t)llx < nf II g IIX * Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. For f in X, 
II uw-fllx < fifll v3(f) Pf- =wl, + w llfllx> (5.3) 
as t + Of. 
Proof. Since the linear operator B is continuous in the norm of X, 
U(t)f = f eAkt(f, v,J uk(x) = B f eA”Otes”t(B-y, s,) sk(x) 
1 1 
=Bf eA/“(B-% sk) sk(.x) + tB 2 eAko”8k/3k(t)(B-‘f, sk) sf(x) 
1 1 
= BU,(t) B-lf + tB 2 eAk0”8,Plc(t)(g, sk) So:, (5.4) 
1 
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where g = B-if Note that / ,&(t)/ < M if 0 ,< t < t, . Thus by the previous 
Lemma, 
Then 
U(t)f(xj -f(x) = B[U,(t) B-lf - B-lf] + O(tilfi!j. Q.E.D. (5.6) 
If IIPW - rlfll = 49 as t -+ 0, then f is in D(A) and Aj = 0. Con- 
sequently growth no better than O(t) can be expected, and this is always realized 
if f is in D(A). If X . is reflexive, then O(t) growth occurs if and only if f is in 
D(A). See [9, pp. 83-911. Thus in (5.3), the first term on the right cannot 
be smaller than the second, as t + 0, unless f = 0. This situation is now 
examined in greater detail. Let 4(s) b e a positive, nonincreasing function on 
(0, a), such that $(s) -+ 0 as s + co. Let Ama denote the collection of all func- 
tions f in X such that 
(9 IWoW - 4fllx = ok@-% t + 0, 
(ii) Em supbo II~G$) - rlfllxiW1) > 0. 
Let A, denote the similar class for U(t). 
THEOREM 5.3. Ifs+(s)-+ co, as s -+ co, then A, = B&Q. 
Proof. The condition s+(s) + a3 as s ---f a means that Ad0 is not the satura- 
tion class [9, p. 871 for UO(t). From (5.3), we see that if f is in A,O, then 
/I U(t) - Z] Bf jl = O(+(t-l)). To verify condition (ii) for BArno, we note that 
from (5.6) if f is in Aboo, then 
Since So + co as s + co, we see that tj+(t-i) + 0 as t + Cl, yielding (ii). 
The converse follows from the symmetric roles of U(t) and U&t). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.4. If d(s) = s-1 and h = 0 is not art eigmz~alue of A, thex 
A, = BA,O. 
Proof. If f is in A,O, then the two terms on the right of (5.6) are both O(t). 
If condition (ii) is not satisfied for U(‘ft) and Bf, then 3j is in the null space 
of A, so f and Bf are zero, and in particular f is not in AbQ. The converse holds 
since X = 0 is not an eigenvalue of A, . Q.E.D. 
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6. SEMIGROUP STRUCTURE 
Using the sequence {Sk} in d”, as defined in (3.9), we have the sine series 
multiplier transform M defined in (1.19). In Lemma 5.2 it was proved that M 
is bounded in each X. 
THEOREM 6.1. BA,B-l - A, is bounded on X. 
Proof. It suffices to show that BA, - A,$ is bounded. We have Bs, = u, , 
a,+ = &OS, 9 ime = &es, ) Aout = z@’ = (ho + S,) u, - ‘i(x) u, . Thus 
[BBA, - BOB] s{ = q(x) u, - $uz = [qB - BM] s, . Since this is true on any 
finite sum of se’s, and such sums are dense in X, we have 
BA, - A,B = qB - Bill, 
a bounded operator. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 6.2. In each X, 
A = B(A, + M) B-l. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.6, we know that D(A) = D(A,) is mapped onto 
itself by B and B-l. From the equation (u, ok) = (B-L, sk), we see that if 
B-k is in C*[O, l] and is zero in a neighborhood of the boundary, then 
(u, +) = O(F), so 
n 
Au = 2 A,@, v& , 
where the convergence is uniform. Then for such u’s, 
Au = B f (X,O + S,)(B-4, sk)sk = BIAo + M]B-lu, 
and 
(A - A,) = (BA,B-1 - A,) + BMB-%. (6.1) 
The left side of (6.1) is bounded (A - ,4, = q(x)), the first term on the right 
is bounded by Theorem 6.1, and clearly the last term is bounded, so (6.1) 
is valid on all of X, implying that if u is in D(A), then 
Au = B(B, + M) B-k. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 6.3. lit each X, 
U(t) = BU,(t) eMfB-l. (6.2) 
Proof. For f in A’, 
U(t)f = f e”“‘(f, ve)ua = B 2 eAkoieskf(B-lf, sk)siC 
1 1 
= BU,(t) eMtB-lf, 
where eMt = x,” (Mt)k(k!)-r converges in the uniform operator topology. 
Q.E.D. 
For t > 0, let 
V(t) = t-lBU,(t)[eMt - I] B-l. 
Since jl eMt - 111 < t 11 M 11 elIMIlt, we see that Ij V(t)/] is uniformly bounded on 
0 < t < to. Using (6.2), we have 
U(t) = B&(t) B-l + tV(t>, (6.3) 
u(t) - I = B[U,(t) - I] B-l + iv(t), (6.4) 
and using also B = I + L, B-l = I f J, we have 
U(t) = U&) + K[&(t) - J'l + W,(t) -Jl J + Wf). (6.5) 
THEOREM 6.4. For f in X, as t -+ Of, 
W) - B4,(4 B-‘If = o(t llf II). 
[w> - &,(Olf = wW&) - 4f IO + WFW - rl Jf lb 
(64 
(6.7) 
Proof. The relation (6.6) comes directly from (6.3). Noting that jj tV(t)f j/ 
cannot be larger (as t -+ 0) than the two terms on the right of (6.7), we see 
that (6.7) is a consequence of (6.5). Q.E.D. 
7. THE NONHOMOGENEOUS PROBLEM 
Assuming F( -, t) is a Hiilder continuous family in X, the solution to the 
nonhomogeneous problem governed by the equation 
ut = S, + G)u + F(x, t) 
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is given by (1.8). Using (6.2) we have 
u( ., t) = Bus(t) eMtB-lf 
+ j* BU,,(t - s) e”(t-S)B-lF(., s) ds 
0 
= BU,(t) B-lf + B jt Uo(t - s) B-lF(., s) ds 
0 
+ tV(t)f + t 1” (1 - s,?) ~(t - s)F(., S) ds, 
0 
(7-l) 
where we have used the fact that the continuous operator B commutes with 
the limit process defining the integral. From (6.5) we have additionally that 
u(., t) = uoio(t)f + KVo(t) - llf + BVoi,(t) - II Jf + W), (7.2) 
as+o. 
We now use the more precise notation ZJ(X, t; f,F) for the solution of (1.2), 
(1.3), (1.4) for general q(X) in L”(0, l), and uo(x, t; f,F) for the solutioncorre- 
sponding to q(x) = 0. From (7.1) and (7.2), we have 
THEOREM 7.1. If f is in X, and F( ., t) in X is Hiilder continuous, then 
u(., t; f, F) = Bud., t; B-If, B-lp) + o(t Ilf II) (7.3) 
as t -+ 0, in the nown of X. Also, 
u(., t;f,F) = uoC.9 t;f,F) + K[Uo(t) - rlf 
+ B[Uo(t) - 4 Jf + o(t llf II), 
as t + 0, in the norm of X. 
(7.4) 
Interpreting u( ., t; f, F) as the temperature distribution in an imperfectly 
insulated rod, and ZI~( ., t; f, F) as the temperature distribution in a perfectly 
insulated rod, (7.4) expresses the error in approximating one process by the 
other. In (7.3) we see that a better approximation is obtained by the first 
transforming f, F by B-l, solving the resulting perfectly insulated problem, 
and then transforming back by B. 
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